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EU funded Actions are to contribute to the objective of 
enhancing rail interoperability

Interoperability is a must!
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› ERTMS deployment must be in line 
with the TSI CCS and EU legislation

› In addition to the demonstration of all activities of the 
actions, the deliverables specified in the call are 
fundamental to achieve the aim of the Actions

› The deliverables of the Actions are 
to demonstrate interoperability

Source: Rail Net Europe corridor brochure C01



› Evidence of the activities completed/planned in 
order to obtain the authorisation to place the 
line in service following its upgrade, including 
information/evidence on early involvement of 
NSA's, NoBo's, DeBo's

› In the case of applications covering a GSM-R 
component, if applicable, information regarding 
interferences, e.g. identification of a problem, 
mitigation measure(s) undertaken/planned, etc. 

› ……..
› Please, consider all requirements within the 

application

Please provide all documents required by the Call!
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EU authorisation process must be demonstrated with:

- Operational tests scenarios applied and report on the results 
of tests (may be part of the technical file for EC subsystem 
verification)
- EC declaration of conformity and EC certificate of conformity 
of interoperable constituents
- EC declaration of verification and EC certificate of 
verification of the trackside subsystem
- Application file for Authorisation from the NSA, or the 
Authorisation itself, if available at the end of the Action

Trackside ERTMS subsystem must be fully compliant!

ERTMS Trackside deployment Actions 1/1
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Operational scenarios

Operational scenarios description and results 
must be delivered for the ERTMS trackside 
deployment actions (call requirements and TSI 
CCS)
The operational scenarios are part of the EC 
subsystem verification and should include a 
technical description of functions and 
performance where these are relevant for the 
interaction between on-board and track-side 
subsystems 

ERTMS Trackside deployment Actions 1/2
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Test Scenario 

Baseline applicable

Test Objective(s)
Diagram

Starting conditions

Sequence of the Test Case
Step Step description
[12] [13]
…
...
…
…
…
Final state
Final Test Result
Field of Application
Briefing instructions



EU authorisation process must be demonstrated with:

- Test reports in line with TSI CCS (Use of accredited 
laboratories is mandated)

- EC declaration of conformity and EC certificate of 
conformity of interoperable constituents

- EC declaration of verification and EC certificate of 
verification of the trackside subsystem

ERTMS On-board deployment Actions 1/1
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- Application file for Authorisation 
from the NSA, or the Authorisation 
itself,  if available at the end of the 
Action



According to the amended CCS TSI, section 6.1.1 and 6.4, a 
NSA can authorise a subsystem where functions unnecessary 
for the intended area of use are not implemented

If errors or deficiencies in TSIs are detected, they should be 
reported to the European Railway Agency

ERTMS On-board deployment Actions 1/2
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› Contract should include provisions for managing 
upgrades to be in line with the evolving specifications 
(Error corrections and possible need to upgrade with 
new baseline releases)

› Please, send the deliverables once they are ready, even 
include them in the application file, if available

› Clearly demonstrate product traceability
› Authorisation file should be coherent with the rest of 

the deliverables

Suggestions based on lessons learnt 1/1
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Please, do not forget to include all Certificates, and all 
relevant information mentioned in them

› Send the relevant certificates, according to the modules 
applied

› If the deviations are not listed in the certificate, but in a 
referenced document, please send the document

Suggestions based on lessons learnt 1/2
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Declaration of verification of subsystem should follow Annex V of 
2008/57/EC
The 'EC' declaration of verification and the accompanying documents must be dated and 
signed. 
That declaration must be written in the same language as the technical file and must 
contain the following:
› the Directive references
› name and address of the contracting entity or the manufacturer, or its authorised 

representative established within the EU (give trade name and full address; in the case 
of the authorised representative, also give the trade name of the contracting entity or 
the manufacturer)

› a brief description of the subsystem
› name and address of the notified body which conducted the ‘EC’ verification referred 

to in Article 18
› the references of the documents contained in the technical file
› all of the relevant temporary or definitive provisions to be complied with by the 

subsystems and in particular, where appropriate, any operating restrictions or 
conditions

› if temporary: duration of validity of the ‘EC’ declaration
› identity of the signatory

Suggestions based on lessons learnt 1/3
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Incompleteness of the deliverables might lead to a payment rejection!
Example of on-board deliverables:

› Please comment on and justify any lack of requested information!
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